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Value creation is at the heart of an economic enterprise, defining its
capability to serve customers and generate profits and growth. This
fact has led to an ever-increasing set of tools and techniques that start
with customers, focusing on serving their preferences from the very
inception of a product until its disposal. To date, most of these
techniques have been only partially adopted in management
accounting. This is unfortunate, because much of the data required to
adequately implement a value creation approach has its roots in the
Management Accounting System (MAS). The resulting model is called
the Value-based Cost Management System (VCMS). This book is
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principally designed for managers who want to take the lessons learned
in product development, process management, and marketing and
extend it to their MAS. It seeks to make this transformation of the MAS
both logical and easy to implement, with a focus on the new types of
information that can be garnered when the MAS is modified to fit the
value creation approach. After reading this book, a manager or
executive will be equipped with the tools and techniques to both
implement and use the VCMS. The resulting information will allow the
company to align its efforts by creating a common language which uses
the transformed accounting language to compare, evaluate, and choose
the best strategic and tactical options available. After making these
choices, the VCMS also allows managers to subsequently track how
closely actual results come to the projected outcomes.


